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1. Introduction to the guide

Inclusive agribusiness and case studies

Learning from cases

The world of inclusive agribusiness (IAB) is one of

In this guide we mainly discuss cases related to IAB.

enthusiasm, innovation, and hoped-for structural change

However, the guide can also assist practitioners working

This guide proposes a method for designing

in how business is done. Case studies play an important

in other domains and practices. The basic idea of this

and implementing ‘good’ case studies.

role in learning effectively from these innovations, by

guide is that case owners interested in deeper learning

By ‘good’, we mean cases studies that:

making the experiences and lessons gleaned from them

and strategic communication - whether they are

• are reliable and fact-based

accessible and inspiring to others. Yet there is a structural

entrepreneurs with their key business partners, or any

• are relevant to business

lack of good examples that can adequately inform and

other team or partnership involved in a change agenda

• provide useful analysis

influence investments and new initiatives - just as

- can be inspired by the method proposed in this guide.

• make learnings accessible and appealing to others

there is a lack of solid evidence to prove the social and

It helps case owners to obtain the capacity to reflect on,

• allow cases to be compared

business case of inclusive business initiatives.

document, and communicate their case in a strategic and

• are affordable in terms of time and budget

effective way.

Producing good case studies

investments

Many of the existing case studies have one or more of the
following limitations:

We use the term “case study” to refer to an attractive

• incomplete - for instance missing

presentation in a magazine-style publication of what a

A good case study is a reflection from experience upon

project or business is doing, learning, producing, and

a project or business’ intentions, its inclusive business

• poorly analysed

critical business or inclusiveness information

achieving as added value to society. The case study’s

case, or its theory of change. As such, the method should

• poorly presented

design and presentation combines text, pictures, visuals,

be adapted to the needs of stakeholders and audiences.

• costly

links to short films, and careful editing. The result

Still, many of the topics in this guide are important and

• premature, little learning has yet taken place

is a publication that helps the team to present and

should only be altered after careful consideration.

communicate the essence of the project or business. We
As a result, it is hard for others who are struggling with

do not use the term case study here in the sense of cases

The case study approach presented in this guide builds

comparable opportunities and challenges in different

included in research reports to illustrate research issues.

on writeshop methodology, which was developed by IIRR

contexts to be inspired by what has been done before, to

and partners (Gonsalves et al 2010). We have added

draw out proven ideas from the case study, and to adapt

recent developments such as visualization and the use

them to their own contexts. Many initiatives therefore

of interactive media, and own recent experience in

remain isolated cases: the business and social innovation

developing case studies.

undertaken have a limited catalytic or wider impact.

1. Introduction to the guide
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This guide is also based on user needs assessments,

Users of this guide

design thinking, and field trialling by the authors (see
references). We welcome all experiences working with the

This guide is meant for project or inclusive business

guide so we can continue to develop improved versions.

teams interested in producing a case study, and the
representatives they select who will be involved in the

We hope that working with this guide will allow future

preparation of the case study. These should be staff

case work to be more effective in the short fieldwork time

members who are well informed about the project or

available to most case developers, and that it will lead to

inclusive business case, able to share insights and

more and more useful case study work that will be more

information on their case, and interested to work with the

widely read and used to improve practices and achieve

case study facilitators to produce a strong case study.

inclusive results.

Outline of this guide
After this introductory chapter:
Chapter 2: Case study approach
Chapter 3: Case study process
Chapter 4: Capacity and
techniques needed
The Annex provides websites
and references

1. Introduction to the guide
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Case study example
Making
Vegetable
Markets
Work for
Smallholders
Myanmar

This case study was
developed in Myanmar
following the thinking
behind this guide.
It will be referred
to in this guide to
illustrate points made
about using layout
to communicate

This case study
has been developed under
the initiative of the Seas

effectively.

of Change framework by
Monika Sopov (Wageningen
Centre for Development
Innovation, Wageningen
UR) and Roger Reuver
(Reuver+Co Communication
Design).

MYANMAR

Download this case study
INTERVIEW

Opportunities
1.

Increasing
demand for
vegetables

2.

Growing
competition
in Asia

We’re not afraid of

The intention of East–West

competition. I will say more

Seed’s Founder, Simon Groot,

than 50% of the newly

is not to make money, but

registered seed companies

to develop and to improve

in Thailand have been

agriculture in undeveloped

established by our former

countries such as Myanmar.

staff... I know it’s going to

Country Manager EWS

happen with Myanmar, too.

2.

Drew Johnson
Program manager
Market Development
Mercy Corps

The NGO point
of view:
Mercy Corps,
Myanmar

Myanmar

That’s how we slowly transfer
to students, to people or to the
Although there are excellent
opportunities for exports, the vast
majority of vegetable production
is presently geared towards
domestic markets, which so far
have faced little or no competition
from imports. It is estimated that
approximately 5 million tons of
vegetables are produced every
year. With postharvest losses in
excess of 30%, the availability
is probably less than 60 kg per
person per year, falling well below
the WHO recommendation of
98 kg per person per year. With
rising population and increasing
wealth, excellent opportunities
for increasing productivity and
improving qualities are expected
in order to meet future market
demands.
Current exports presently focus
mainly on melons, hot peppers,
and onions, the value of which is
not thought to exceed 50 million
USD. However with close proximity
to markets in China, India,
Bangladesh, and Thailand, there are
immense opportunities to develop a
thriving export market.

Though local farmers currently
supply most of the country’s fresh
vegetables, the liberalization
of border trade in the ASEAN
Economic Community will likely
result in smallholder farmers
facing increasing competition from
abroad, as the demand for quality
and quantity grows.
Large-scale commercial operations
investing into Myanmar may also
create significant competition in
local markets. The pressure from
competition will likely to have a
positive impact on the development
of the sector and will result in the
production of high-quality products
and the development of the
vegetable processing industry.

Mercy Corps has been operating
in Myanmar since 2008. With
the “Making Vegetable Markets
Work for Smallholder Farmers”
program, Mercy Corps seized an
opportune moment in Myanmar’s
development:

country. It’s not about fresh
produce anymore.
Kittitouch Pattanakittipong,
Country Manager, EWS
Myanmar

It was the right time for
development actors to shift to more
sustainable approaches to livelihood
development by facilitating the
integration of rural populations into
the mainstream economy.

The program is not about
just one company changing
their business; it’s about the

The government showed new
interest in exploring different
growth models and an openness
to market-based approaches
that support pro-poor and conflictsensitive development.

other players that come in to
compete and to attempt to
replicate success stories.
Drew Johnson
Development, Mercy Corps

MYANMAR
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Watch the interview

Key points
Market systems development
approach: the project is a
collaboration of different
stakeholders to create sustainable
input companies and seed
companies with the government
and civil society.
Objectives: to increase the incomes
of 15,000 farmers and to work with
the market players to develop more
inclusive products and services.
Partnering with EWS
Partnering with EWS: EWS is
a leader in inclusive business
specifically in terms of providing
extension services to smallholder
farmers. The company is an
input provider of seeds that could
help farmers to increase their
income. Their extension service
is not a traditional product–push
extension service. Instead, East–
West Seed is more committed to
providing a holistic extension to
key agricultural concepts, such as
land preparation, seed preparation,
pests, and disease.

Program manager Market

Market at Kalaw

MVMWS

PROJECT CHART

Capitalizing
on opportunities

MVMWS

Area Selection: East–West Seed,
Mercy Corps, and the donors
all have their own geographical
priorities, in addition to their other
priorities. It was necessary to match
up those different geographies and
see where the overlap lay, before
then negotiating in terms of where
the project would be implemented.
Results are not even across the
years of the program. In the first
few years, much of the work was
focused on assessing the market
system, talking with market
players, and negotiating deals
about how to work together. In the
second half of the program, results
have accelerated. Once those deals
are in place and there is alignment
on what needs to accomplished,
results start happening in the
field. As a result, you almost see
a hockey-stick-type of pattern
in the results, with exponential
growth as the program goes along.
To date, through our partnership
with the private sector, we have
brought improved technology

and services to more than 12,000
farmers. This involves the adoption
of new practices, the availability
of extension services, and the
purchase of new technology that
helps farmers. A second area
concerns the policy environment.
The program has formed the
Vegetable Sector Acceleration Task
Force (VSAT). In this, partners such
as Syngenta, the OBA Company,
and the Ministry of Agriculture,
Irrigation, and Livestock are
members and convene to discuss
topics such as wholesale market
laws and policies, as well as seedsector laws. The third area is the
number of businesses that have
adopted more inclusive business
models. We’ve been working
with over 15 businesses on the
program, and these businesses have
contributed new technologies and
services to the 12,000 farmers who
adopted them. In terms of income,
we saw at the midline that 20% of
farmers had increased their income
by 50% or more. Looking at the end
line, we hope that more than 75%
of farmers will have increased their
income by 50% or more.

MYANMAR

Exit strategy: In terms of
sustainability of the program, it is
fundamental that private sector
actors or other market actors
take on the new practices so that,
after the program ends, they will
continue selling their product. One
area that still needs work concerns
extension services. Farmers in
Myanmar are presently unwilling
to pay for extension services. As a
result, companies offering these
services - such as OBA, Asiatic,
and East–West Seed - are doing
so as a market entry tactic to get
their name out in the community
and to establish relationships with
the community; this certainly
does benefit the community, but
the long-term sustainability and
integration into the business model
(once the farmers are aware of the
companies) needs to be explored
further. If there are models for
extension that can be delivered
more cheaply (for example, by
mobile phone) or can be more
tied to products and services (for
example, to machinery), such
tactics may have more success.
Market linkage on the output side
of the vegetable value chain is very
challenging. Vegetables are a highly
fragile, highly perishable crop.
It’s critical that they move from
the farm gate to the plate quickly.
In Myanmar, almost all vegetable
consumption at present is domestic,
and it is almost all fresh. There are
very few processors or exporters
working in vegetable markets.
One of the greater challenges for
the program is how to engage
this market system, as it is highly
fragmented.

Coshare from the company:
Mercy Corps is not in the business
of contracting out companies like
East–West Seed to do work they
are already engaged in; there has to
be additionality if a collaboration
is set up. However, to define such
additionality is very tricky. It is
more of an art than a science,
because who is to say what the
sector will do by itself? Mercy Corps
is trying to use smart subsidies: to
invest in things that will push the
project forward, but will not make
the companies reliant on funding
in the future. Also, smart subsidies
would concern funding, capacity
building, or training - softer
elements that private sector often
values, but might not be willing to
invest in.

Comparison of
net income for
one acre of sweet
pepper farmed
without and with
EWS support

Costs

Without EWS support

With EWS Support

Fertilizer

150 kg

$ 120

325 kg

$ 260

Urea

50 kg

$ 25

200 kg

$ 100

Seed packages

20 x 5 gr

$ 20

20 x 5 gr

$ 30

Manure

3 tractors

$ 60

4 tractors

$ 80

Pesticide

$ 50

Labour $ / pp

70 p@$4

Plastic mulch

-

Total Cost

$ 280

$ 50
20 p@$4

$ 80

$ 13 / 10

$ 130

$ 555 / acre

$ 730 / acre

Yield kg / acre

14,400

208,000

Price / kg

$ 0.375

$ 0.625

Total Income

$ 5,400 / acre

$ 13,000 / acre

Net Income

$ 4,570 / acre

$ 12,270 / acre

Need for longer projects: donors
and nonprofits should not be afraid
of being honest with themselves
in recognizing the time it takes to
change the market system.
Crowding in is a natural market
tendency: this is the idea that if
you work successfully with one
market player and demonstrate a
business model that works for that
business, other businesses will
come in and mimic it. The project
should not be unwilling to pick
one or two market players that it
considers leading thinkers who
are willing to innovate and willing
to take risks, and to work with
them in refining a more inclusive
business model that benefits the
company because others will follow.
The program is not about just one
company changing their business;
it’s about the other players that
come in to compete and to attempt
to replicate success stories.

MVMWS

MYANMAR
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2. The case study approach

In this part of the guide, we elaborate
on the main elements of our approach to
designing and producing case studies:
their intended audiences and uses, the
content of the case study and the style
issues to be considered when producing a
case study.

The following points are crucial for making case studies attractive 		
and useful for all audiences:
-	
Analysis and synthesis of data is key.
- Include essential business and inclusiveness data.
-	
Present the information in a brief and digestible format.
-	
Make the product visually attractive, with multimedia functions (visuals, links).

Case study audiences and uses
Table 1: Examples of intended audiences of case studies and their respective uses
Guide users produce their case studies to share
achievements, experiences, and lessons learnt with

Businesses

Collaborative IAB

Investing actors funding

a wider network. This wider network could consist of

(in-company and

initiatives: business,

inclusive pilots or other

NGO, public sector

types of innovation

Staff from businesses

Other parties involved

These actors will want

Researchers are interested

A case study can be used in different ways and

are, of course, specifically

in IAB initiatives may

to know whether their

in case studies in order

tailor-made for different audiences. The team can

interested in the business

be eager to learn from

investment was worthwhile.

to reflect on them, and

have various objectives that it wishes to achieve -

case.

your inclusive business

Their focus may be on

to identify knowledge

experiences. They are

objectives, key milestones,

gaps that may need to be

or results.

addressed with (action-)

different audiences, each with their own information

external)

Researchers

needs (Table 1).

such as sharing results and findings with peers and
like-minded organizations, informing stakeholders

Sharing your case study

likely to be interested in

(for instance, providing progress information for local

with businesses may be

those lessons learnt which

government or investors), persuading or motivating

useful in inspiring them,

they might also apply.

stakeholders to change their current practices and

informing them about

follow the same line of inclusive business practice, or

the added value you are

to inspire others to start similar inclusive businesses.

creating, and possibly

It is important to define the main audiences and uses

persuading them to

motivate this audience.

beforehand, as this will focus the scope of the case

become involved in similar

study.

IAB initiatives.

2. The case study approach

research.
Case study creators would
like to inform this audience

Case study creators may

Case study creators

or persuade them to scale

wish to share their studies

may want to inspire and

pilots.

with this group to foster
collaboration and validate
findings.
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Information design

Different audiences have different needs

Figure 1: Information layering

and attention spans. Some will want a quick
impression that helps them assess whether
the study is worth their time, whereas others
might want to dig into the details.
• Scanning

Figure 1 differentiates between three levels

• 1-2 min

of information: getting the idea, getting

• Headings, overviews

the picture, and getting the detail.
GET THE IDEA
This idea of information layering informs

• Photo & (info)graphic

Inspiration

the design of the final product in such a
way that it can cater to multiple uses on the

Case study 		

basis of the same raw case study materials

raw material

(interviews, observations, data sources, and

• Desk research

video and photo material).

• AEIOU Photo*
• Interview
• Video
• Observations
• Docs

Get interested
• Browsing
• 5-10 min
• Texts
GET THE PICTURE

• Photo essays (AEIOU)
• Infographics

Inspiration

• Interviews

Comparison

• Short video

Get involved

GET THE DETAILS
Comparison
Conceptual development
Validate and triangulate data

• Longer interviews/video’s
• Interview transcripts
• Deeper analysis
• Research data
• Links to external documents
• Links to source materials

* See page 19

2. The case study approach
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Contents of the case study

Table 2:
Generic structure for presenting a case study

Structure

COMPONENTS

The following generic structure (see Table 2) ensures that

1. Context

EXAMPLES

Business-relevant topics

• Enabling environment

An inclusive business case needs to be clear about the

all necessary information needed to make the case study

• Sector performance

central business model. Many templates exist on the key

robust and relevant is included. Material (such as online

• 	Industry structure: dynamics,

dimensions of what to include; an easily followed, easily

data, first person narratives, visuals, and analysis) will

trends, and market demand

understood template is the business model canvas. This
is described well in the LINK methodology guide*.

be collected on each topic during the case study process.
On the basis of this material, the choice of audiences,

2. Initiative scan

• 	 Purpose

and the intended uses, the case study authors can

• Results

Further key information on the business model to

then decide on the important storylines. Following this

• Objectives and key milestones

consider including are the business’ products, target

structure also makes it easier for readers to compare

• 	Program duration

market, geography, budget and investment, business

different cases. The structure can, of course, be extended

• Implementing partners

partners, main strategy for market development, and

or adapted to the audience and use.

• Budget and financing structure

finance structure. Typically, the case study should present
a set of essential data related to its business model,

Essential content

3. Business
model

• Clients and beneficiaries

market, profitability, and business ecosystem.

• 	Value propositions

Based on the structure in table 2, we have mapped out

• Inclusiveness

The 2017 Myanmar vegetable case (see page 5) is an

an overview (see the mind map in Figure 1 on the next

• Public value creation

example of how to present these different dimensions

page) of the content areas that should be considered

• Business model evolution

in coloured boxes to make them easier for the reader

for inclusion in the case study. The specific context and
type of case will determine which are relevant. The field
research and desk research phases can use this overview

to distinguish and analyse. It is also important to
4. Key
opportunities

• Opportunities for stakeholders

clearly highlight the milestones and results at the time

• Opportunities for scaling

of writing. All audiences will mainly seek quantitative

to make sure that no information relevant to the intended
audiences is missed.

data to back up the description of the business case.
5. Key challenges

• 	Inclusion of specific groups (such

This will be combined with more qualitative information

as youth and minority groups)

and stories later in the case study to make it easier to

An absence of information on specific dimensions does
not mean that they are irrelevant. It may indicate that
an important dimension of the initiative has not (yet)

understand.
6. Stakeholders’
points of view

• Business perspective
• Farmer perspective

received the attention it deserves, or that the business

• Civil society perspective

model could not address it in practice. The mind map

• Consumer perspective

overview is meant to be used as a checklist, and can be
extended to suit the needs of the case owners.

7. Lessons learnt

• Generic lessons
• Context specific factors

2. The case study approach

*L
 INK methodology: A participatory guide to business models that link
smallholders to markets / Mark Lundy, Alexandra Amrein, Jhon Jairo
Hurtado, Gertjan Becx, Nancy Zamierowski, Fernando Rodríguez, Erika Eliana
Mosquera. -- Cali, Colombia Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical
(CIAT), 2014.
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Figure 2: Overview of potentially relevant

political

case content areas

economic
sector description

social
technical

CONTEXT

legal

IP

cultural aspects & gender
competition
NGO
government
civil society
private sector

collection of produce
quality control/certification

PARTNERS

packaging

research

access to market

what is sold to whom
transport
payment terms

effectiveness (money x time x #farmers)

3rd party selling

financial viability
social

price mechanisms

PROGRAM PERFORMANCE

economic
sustainability

loans & grants

CASE STUDY

environmental

contracts
access to finance

role banks
role input provider

value

role buyer
FARMERS

financing
number/percentage of farmers
model
challenged

GAPs
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

who is providing them
extensions service

activities

who is paying
quality

increase in income

business model

costs per farmer

seeds
equipment
inputs

fertilizer

vegetables
animals

insecticide
feed

seedlings

DNA
collective activities

This mind map overview is meant to be used as a
checklist, and can be extended to suit the needs of the
case owners.

2. The case study approach

farmer organisation

entrepreneurial
financing
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Assessing inclusiveness
Once the business case has been clearly described, it
is necessary to be clear about what makes the case

KEY CHALLENGE
OPPORTUNITY
S T R A T E G I E S:
MARS

COLLABORATING
TO BOOST
SUSTAINABLE COCOA
MARS-AMANAH
BUSINESS
PRODUCTION IN
INDONESIA

11

AMANAH

INCLUSIVENESS OF

case. This will require some means of assessing how

the case meets predefined criteria of inclusiveness in a

CSP

INCLUSIVENESS
LESSONS LEARNT

developed in the framework of

OPPORTUNITY

RELATIONSHIP

S T R A T E G I E S:
MARS

RIKOLTO + WASIAT
AMANAH
CSP

INCLUSIVENESS
LESSONS LEARNT

KALIMANTAN
SULAWESI

AT
RA

the Seas of Change initiative
by Monika Sopov, Wageningen

M

STRATEGIES:
MARS
Clear principles of
business

This case study has been

SU

OPPORTUNITY

Evaluation of inclusiveness of the
Mars-Amanah trading relationship
based on the new business
model principles of the LINKmodelmethodology
inclusiveness

Innovation, Wageningen UR
and Roger Reuver, Reuver+Co
Communication Design.

JAVA

+ WASIAT
are formulated inRIKOLTO
the New
Business
Model
The LINK-methodology
has been
AMANAH

used to evaluate the inclusiveness
principles (NBM) found in the LINK
methodology.

They are:

CSP

INCLUSIVENESS

•

LESSONS LEARNT
chain-wide collaboration

•

effective market linkages

•

fair and transparent governance

•

equitable access to services

•

inclusive innovation

•

measurement of outcomes

of the trading relationship between
Mars and Amanah; more specifically
tool number 3 on New Business
Model Principles. This tool is
generally used to interview both
buyers and sellers, the filed work
in Indonesia did not present the
opportunity for the researchers
to meet Mars staff. Therefore the
conclusions below are based solely
on the interview with the seller
(Amanah), NGO staff and desk
research.

1. CHAIN-WIDE COLLABORATION

Explanation of the principle: the resolution of problems, in both commercial and
social aspects of the New Business Model,
means that all, or most, of the actors in
the chain need to establish shared goals
for collaboration. The development of a
systemic view of the chain recognises and
values the interdependence of the actors.
Reaching and implementing agreements
often involves identifying one or more
“champions” along the chain who will lead
the process.
Application to Mars-Amanah: There is
clear movement to get the sector organized to solve sector-wide issues, which is
shown by the establishment of the Cocoa
Sustainability Partnership. Part of the original purpose of the CSP was to align the
many cocoa programs taking place across
Indonesia through broader agreement
on the key issues and solutions for the
industry. It was also established to act as
a forum and national network for sharing
key core learning and developments in
order to improve the condition of cocoa
estates. As part of its ongoing role, the CSP
is tasked with increasing communication,
coordination and collaboration between
public and private stakeholders engaged in
activities promoting the development and
transfer of cocoa farming technology and
cocoa farming business skills.

PAPUA

Centre for Development

One of the key challenges in the sector is
ensuring sustainable quality supply. Mars
clearly communicates the requirements for
farmers and supports them in achieving the
required quality providing knowledge and
technology transfer (cocoa doctors, etc.)

KEY CHALLENGE

SUMMARY
KEY CHALLENGE

INCLUSIVENESS OF MARS-AMANAH BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP

SUMMARY

RIKOLTO + WASIAT
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deliberately more inclusive than a ‘normal’ agribusiness

structured manner.

SUMMARY

One of the weaknesses of Amanah is that
the cooperative lacks a much needed IT
system for faster and more efficient record
keeping and communication with Mars.
3

Score 3

2. FAIR AND TRANSPARENT GOVERNANCE

Explanation of the principle: Farmers
and their organisations need to be linked
to a stable market that not only provides
them with access to key services but also
has clear signposting in terms of quality
standards, volume and price (Principle
4). These linkages should contribute to
improved livelihoods for the producers.
For buyers, the linkage must provide a consistent supply of safe, quality products at
competitive prices. In practice, achieving
both producer and buyer goals entails creating and delivering social and commercial
value along the entire length of the chain.
Lack of formal contract: originally there
was a contract with the buyer, Armajaro.

However, ECOM bought Armajaro in 2013
and no longer bought cocoa from Amanah.,
The terms of the trading relationship have
changed when Mars took over the role of
Armajaro. Currently,there are no formal
contracts between Mars and Amanah.
Sales has been decreasing since Amanah
has been selling cocoa to Mars. Sales to
Mars were400 t in 2015 and 220 t in 2016
Farmers did have more cocoa, however
they rather sold it to others, who offered
better price.
Quality assurance: Until mid-2008, Armajaro collected the cocoa to transport it to
Makassar – an eight-hour drive away. Farmers had little market information and the
quality control was done at the destination
in Makassar. It regularly happened that the
quality assessment in Makassar was below
the farmers’ own assessment - which bred
discontent. In 2008 Armajaro agreed to
put a warehouse in Polman district and
to organize quality control there in the
presence of the farmers. Transparency
and trust increased between farmers and
the company. This has been continued by
Mars, offering training to Amanah staff on
sample taking and assessing quality.
Price: Starting in 2009, Armajaro began
sending daily mobile phone text messages
containing cocoa market price information
to the farmer group leaders. This practice
has been continued by Mars until now.
The company sends market price information to Amanah, and the cooperative
distributes them among members via
mobile phone after discounting a fee for
the cooperative, which is between IDR
800-2000 depending on competitors’ prices
and operational costs of the cooperative.

As cocoa prices are very volatile, having storage to wait for better price can
improve farmers’ income. Both Amanah
as well as Mars offer this kind of services
to farmers up to 3 months so that farmers
can achieve better price.
Certification: In 2010 Armajaro began
supporting the certification process to enable AMANAH farmer groups to meet UTZ
Certified requirements for Nestlé. Later,
farmers also acquired Rainforest Alliance
certification. For the farmers in Polman
district, Armajaro proved to be an important lead buyer whose increased proximity
has facilitated better prices, terms, and
flows of market and quality information.
Armajaro wanted to see 50 -100% of its
total volume procured through this mode
of sourcing by 2020. Amanah established
an internal control system (ICS) to ensure
compliance with certification requirements. An external auditor checks record
keeping on regular basis and if auditor
needs more information system, they send
an expert to farmer. Certification cost IDR
70 million (USD 5.2 million), maintaining
the ICS costs 60 million (USD 4.5 million)
Traceability: farmers provide signature
on the back of sacks, and they record
what they sell to Amanah. Farmer groups
bring sacks to Amanah with numbers and
signatures. At handover, Amanah records
number and sign as well. This way, Mars
can trace back produce to farmer groups in
sub-district based the numbers, not yet to
individual farmers.
4

Score 4

1. CHAIN-WIDE COLLABORATION

4
3

6. MEASUREMENTS OF OUTCOMES
2

The tool consists of 6 New
Business Model Principles:

2. FAIR AND TRANSPARENT GOVERNANCE

1

The NBM principles can be used to focus the business
model analysis on dimensions that are critical to the
sustained inclusion of smallholder farmers. Comparing
the business model with its inclusiveness allows the case
study to point to areas of synergy and tension between
the business and inclusiveness objectives.

3. EFFECTIVE MARKET LINKAGES

5. INCLUSIVE INNOVATION

The LINK methodology provides a process description and
For further reference on the LINK-Methodology,
a set of questionnaires that make it possible
to assess
please, refer to https://cgspace.cgiar.org/

handle/10568/49606
inclusiveness in a structured, semiquantified
manner. The

4. EQUITABLE ACCESS TO SERVICES

Sulawesi cocoa case study shows how inclusiveness can
be presented in an explicit manner (see figure 3).

Figure 3: The six NBM principles in practice, taken from the Rikolto case study (see page 16)

2. The case study approach
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Style and design parameters

The case study approach often
aims to meet the following design
parameters:
• focus on key details
• strong business analysis
• giving a platform to stakeholders
•	
creating empathy through personal
stories, interviews, and visuals
• nonacademic in nature
• layered information design
• integrated visuals and video
•	
attractive presentation in a
magazine format
•	
consistent and structured format
that allows for cases to be compared

integrated visuals
platform to stakeholder
magazine format

key details

personal stories & interviews

business analysis
non-academic

layered information design
Download this case study

2. The case study approach
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3. The case study process

This chapter outlines the six main stages
needed to create accessible and inspiring
case study material. It provides the steps to
prepare, conduct field work, produce drafts,
finalize, and distribute case study materials.

The six stages of the case study process
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage
Stage

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Preparation
Collecting materials
Production
First drafts
Finalization
Launch and targeted distribution

Stage 1: Preparation

Perform a scan of stakeholder needs and
expectations

Identify the main focus of the case study and the
core team

Before investing in a case study, it is important to be
aware of the needs and expectations of the parties you

The first step in any case study is to identify the main

want to involve. Ask your local partners, evaluation team,

focus of the case study: what is the project or business

and envisioned readers or viewers what information

case you want to study, and with whom do you want

they need and expect - personally, as well as for their

to share it with what purpose? At this early stage, it is

organization. Check that you include those stakeholders

important to set the scope and focus of the case study.

most active in the case and that relevant knowledge of

Typically a few core staff members from the business

these stakeholders is available as material for inclusion.

or project would engage to begin the process, explore

Stakeholders can be at the strategic or the operational

options and first ideas, and start to draft the terms of

level, and you should have both types involved in the

reference (ToR) or a short project proposal. This small

scan.

group (or individual) initiates the process and becomes
the core team.

Make sure people will be interested in your finished
product: use their needs to shape it. At this point, the

The core team will include several keen staff members

initial ToR or case study project outline will become more

from the business or project combined with one or two

detailed. It is important to decide whose communication

facilitators to help with interviews and to produce the

needs the case study will serve. Are there other

audiovisual material.

communication options that would be more effective in
addressing the information needs of these parties? If a
case study seems to be suitable or essential, proceed
with the next steps.

3. The case study process
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Inventory of available material

Check the timing of the field work

Avoid doing what has been done before: check what

Final fieldwork preparation
Effective preparation helps to minimize fieldwork and

materials are already out there, and which might be

Several factors contribute to the best

therefore cost. Ensure you have a sharp case study

able to help you with your case study. Monitoring and

moment to conduct your fieldwork:

formulation, and that you have taken care of the planning

evaluation (M&E) and communications staff involved

• availability of the interviewees you have identified

and logistics detailed in the ToR. It is advisable, however,

with your inclusive business or project may be able to

• availability of staff to perform the fieldwork

to not make your planning too tight, or you will not be

point you in the right direction. This will not only save

• on-going agricultural activities

able to respond to changing circumstances and follow

you some work, but it can also help to prevent so-called

• any potential logistical issues in the field

unexpected angles. The core team can use Table 3 as a

survey fatigue among your stakeholders: it is tiring to

checklist for assuring that all preparatory elements are

keep answering the same kind of questions. At this point,

ready to start conducting field work.

the preparatory team will have to decide which additional

Ideally, your fieldwork should be planned for a calm yet

materials you will need at the start of the case study field

active season—the dry season can be good. In this way,

Table 3:

work, and how this will be made available.

you need to be able to photograph crops, harvesting

Checklist before starting the fieldwork

check

activities and marketing/processing of the crops that
Identify stakeholder representatives to interview
Which stakeholder groups would you need to talk to

your business or project works with. This will really help

Focus of case study is clear and sharp

the reader understand what is going on. Furthermore,

based on needs and expectations of users

farmers are less likely to be engaged in off-farm labour.
List of materials to be collected is ready

in order to get the full story on the inclusive business
or project that you are studying? And who specifically

Final go/no-go and financing: Can the case study

would be able to represent these groups in interviews?

be carried out with the resources available in the

Has the project been in contact with these people, and

time available?

based on inventory of what is already available
Stakeholder representatives are
available to be interviewed

are they available for interviews? Is it possible to have
fair representation of females and males, young and old,

The core team has to make a final decision to produce

amongst the interviewees? Can you have a selection

the case study and allocate resources. Based on

that fairly represents the main stakeholders or business

our experience (Myanmar, Indonesia, Ethiopia) the

Staff members are available and ready

partners and consumers?

turnaround time for a case study, as described in this

to travel Including necessary equipment

Taking into account crop seasons

guide, can be as little as 2-3 months with efficient
planning. Fieldwork to collect the necessary inputs for the

Effective planning of fieldwork is made

study can be completed in three to four days with a two-

Leave room to respond to changing

person team. An estimate for the total cost of the product

circumstances and follow unexpected angles

is between US$ 20,000 to 30,000. The cost will vary
depending on the market prices for audiovisual experts

Logistics have been arranged

and case study facilitators, as well as the desired print
run of the publication.

3. The case study process
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Stage 2: Collecting materials

Desk research

The second stage in compiling a case study revolves

Each day in the field will need to at least start and end

As described earlier, the core team needs to prepare for

around collecting the materials you need. There are two

with a comparison of the material read and heard with

the work by collecting material and data on the case

main places from which these can be collected: your

the AV material.

prior to the beginning of the field work. Most projects or

desk and the field. We will describe the fieldwork first,

businesses will have an M&E officer or a communications

but as seen in Stage 1, you already need to have done

staff member who can help to prepare this part and start

some desk research beforehand, in order to know what

The following skills are essential in collecting

with an overview. Together with the facilitation team,

you already have. Some of the desk research can also be

the necessary materials:

a set of key data and information will be selected and

done at a later stage.

• (semi-structured) interviews

made available. Examples from other case studies can

• video

illustrate what type of key data is needed to make a good

Fieldwork

• photography

start (see Annex references). Often some data need

The aim of the fieldwork is to collect the materials needed

You can find guidelines for some of these skills in

to develop your case study. Well-prepared teams can

Chapter 4, Capacities and techniques needed.

updating and validation, which involves looking at the
main sources.

collect these materials in three to four days on site. If

Desk research can also be used to find existing,

possible, add an extra day to respond to any emerging

pre-approved descriptions of projects, locations,

opportunities. Having a core team of at least two people

companies, and organizations that you can easily recycle

(a researcher and an AV expert) is essential, and if

for use in the brochure, saving a significant amount of

possible there should also be at least one representative

time.

from the project or business. Stage 1 describes the
preparations that are necessary, but they will need to be

To get an impression of investments made by investors

continuously adapted in order to respond to changing

- as well as the economic impact the project or business

circumstances and to follow unexpected angles.

is having - a few key financial data are needed. These
data are relevant at the project or business overall level,

In this process, it is important that the case study

but data on changes in income, access to nutritious food,

developer focusing on the data and analytical content

spending on education for children (including girls!), and

and the person focusing on the AV side can work closely

financial access to health services may also provide a

together. Together they need to continuously discuss

closer look at the effects of the case.

what story they are looking for, what is unfolding, and
what AV material is thus needed to illustrate the story.
Equally, the content of interviews needs to be brought
into an ongoing analysis in order to add to the evolving
understanding of the case study and to decide on what
data should to be sought to verify or disprove the
perceptions and claims of the key informants.

3. The case study process
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Stage 3: Production

Stage 4: First drafts

Stage 6: Launch and targeted distribution

The core team begins with the production process. It

By now, the first products will become available. These

In the first step, the core team performed the scan of

organizes notes and source materials, and starts to

can be in the form of a draft magazine, links with

stakeholder needs and expectations. This should inform

make rough edits of the interview videos. The team will

interview videos, updated website, etc. It is important

them when they draw up a communication plan. This

often need to make transcripts of what has been said in

to have a pretest of the products and to get feedback

communication plan will help spread your case study

interviews and video interviews and to translate. Photo

from stakeholders. This will allow you to obtain useful

magazine effectively. Who do you want to reach, and

editing may also be needed. The first production is made

suggestions for improvements and missing elements,

what do you want them to do? In the next chapter,

at the end of this step.

redundancies, use of language, cultural appropriateness

you’ll find more information about how to draw up a

of the images, and use of languages and colours,

communications plan.

Next, the core team reviews the source materials and

etc. Experience teaches that it is also wise to involve

transcripts. Materials need to be analysed and facts

management in the last check, as the material will

and data need checking. The team also produces the

represent the business or project and influence its image.

corresponding narratives and decides on the final content
selection. The second production is made at the end of

Stage 5: Finalization

this step.
In this stage, the final editing will take place and the final
product will be made: the final magazine, leaflet, videos,
and whatever else. The number of these products will
depend on the needs of the stakeholders, as budgeted for
in the preparation stage.

3. The case study process
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Case study example
S UM M ARY
K EY C HALLENGE
OPPORT UNIT Y
S T RAT EGIES:
M ARS
RIKOLTO + WASIAT
AM ANAH
CSP
INC LUS IV ENES S
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COLLABORATING
TO BOOST
SUSTAINABLE COCOA
PRODUCTION IN
INDONESIA
M

developed in the framework of

RA

by Monika Sopov, Wageningen

Indonesia, following
the process outlined
in this Guide.

SULAWESI

AT

the Seas of Change initiative

was developed in

KALIMANTAN

SU

This case study has been

This case study

PAPUA

Centre for Development
Innovation, Wageningen UR
and Roger Reuver, Reuver+Co
Communication Design.

JAVA

M
AR
S

Download this case study
VE
CO

2

7

PROGRAM SUMMARY

8

STRATEGIES TO CAPITALIZE ON THE OPPORTUNITIES: AMANAH

STRATEGIES TO CAPITALIZE ON THE OPPORTUNITIES: AMANAH

W

S T R A T E G I E S:
MARS
RIKOLTO + WASIAT

L E S S O N S LE A R NT

STR ATEG I ES:
M AR S
RIKOLTO + WASIAT

As in other parts of Sulawesi, the main problems in cocoa
production in Polman are low quality and low yields because
of pests, diseases and low use of fertilizers. Average yields are
only 0.5 tons ha/year cocoa, whereas 2 tons/ha/year should be
achievable under optimal conditions.

AM AN AH
CSP
I N CL U SI V EN ESS
L ESSON S L EAR N T

MARS

VECO

WASIAT

AMANAH

PURPOSE

STRATEGY

OBJECTIVES

FUNDING RESOURCES

KEY MILESTONES AND TARGETS

The Sustainable
Agriculture Chain
Development
program (SACD)
seeks comprehensive
development of the
cocoa sector in Polman
- from cultivation
through market access which will enable cocoa
farmers to maximize
their incomes.

Establish publicprivate partnership
to increase farmers’
cocoa yield. Partnership
offers extension
services through peers,
higher price through
certification and linking
farmers to buyers.

Better farming
practices, which lead to
greater productivity and
quality improvement
and hence, increased
income from higher
yields.

Rikolto, Belgian
Directorate General
for Development (DGD),
Cordaid

No. of beneficiaries, 2010: 1500 farmers
Target no. of beneficiaries, 2013: 1800 farmers
Target no. of beneficiaries, 2017:

PROGRAM DURATION

2010 - 2017

BUDGET

PARTNERSHIP

Funding from Rikolto
starting in 2010:
± € 70,000
Funding for 2011 - 2013:
€ 275,000
Funding for 2014 - 2017:
€ 275,000

Rikolto,
WASIAT,
MARS,
AMANAH Cooperative

Average cocoa production, 2010: 327 kg / ha
Target average cocoa production, 2013: 412 kg / ha
Target average cocoa production, 2017: 750 kg / ha
Farm gate price, 2010: IDR 20,000 ($ 2.33) / kg dry cocoa
Target farm gate price, 2013: IDR 30 000 ($ 2.24) / kg dry cocoa
Target farm gate price, 2017: IDR 30 000 ($ 1.99) / kg dry cocoa
Average annual farmer income, 2010: $ 490
Target average annual income, 2013: $ 1430
Target average annual income, 2017: $ 1800

3. The case study process

AMANAH
AMANAH is a farmers’ cooperative
centre (a “cooperative’s cooperative”
of sorts) which acts as an
administrative coordinator in the
collective marketing enterprise in the
cocoa chain. The program is being run
in eight sub-districts, six of which
are involved in collective marketing
of cocoa that has been certified
sustainable. The program aims to
strengthen farmer organization access
to market and finance (i.e. shortening
the value chain), and build farmer’s
post-harvest management skills.
AMANAH was officially registered
as a farmer-owned multi-business
cooperative on 12 February 2007 with
11 farmer groups (about 250 members),
currently it has 3250 members. Because
of its broad program area, AMANAH
developed cooperative clusters in
each sub-district. The activities of the
sub-district cooperatives are similar,
covering production, postharvest
management and collective marketing
as well as housing.
On Sulawesi, at least half a dozen
international traders buy beans from
smallholder cocoa farmers. However,
the farmer groups are largely price
takers and cannot significantly
influence the prices these traders offer.
To date, AMANAH is the only strong
farmer organisation working on cocoa
in Sulawesi, and there is no strong
national federation to protect cocoa
farmer interests. Therefore, farmer
organisations need to get stronger and

better organized at both national and
local levels to improve their bargaining
capacity.
The cooperative has two criteria for
selecting farmers: they must have an
operating cocoa farm, and must have
experience with cocoa production.
In mid-2011, 67 AMANAH farmer groups
qualified for UTZ certification of the
unfermented cocoa beans they produce
after a rigorous 10-month process
Only 5-10% of members sell cocoa
currently to Amanah, which is actually
acceptable for the time being. If all
3200 members would bring produce
to Amanah to sell (average are 1 ha,
average yield 500 kg/ha), Amanah would
need IDR 100 billion (USD 7.5 million)
to be able to pay for produce and wait
for 2-3 days until they get paid by Mars.
Currently, Amanah needs less than IDR
30 million (USD 2,250) to manage the
process of buying and selling.
Breakeven point for farmers: 750 kg/
ha/year (1 ha can support a family with
2 children). Typically holding less than
one hectare, smallholder farmers lose
out on economies of scale because it
makes little sense for them to introduce
sophisticated equipment. The largest
cost element in both establishing and
maintaining a plantation is the labour.
According to the cost analysis, the
production cost, at an annual production
of 100 tons of dried cocoa beans, comes
to IDR 79.50/kg dried beans.

VISION OF THE COOPERATIVE:

Provide better income for farmers
and improve services offered by the
cooperative. Services provided to
farmer by AMANAH
• Saving and credit
• Collective marketing: collection,
repacking, quality control, sale
(cocoa; organic pesticide, organic
fertilizer)
• Advance payment to some farmers
in form of rice, deduct it later from
farmer’s cocoa sale
• Health service to farmers (potential
future service)

Current challenges of AMANAH as
organization:

K E Y C HA LLE NG E
O P P O R T U NIT Y
S T R A T E G IE S:
MA R S

Still low average production of
cocoa: Trainings and mentoring
from Armajaro, Mars and the NGOs
brought increased awareness of
farmers on a good quality of the
product and adoption of the required
internal control system (ICS). Results
from the good production practices
have increased farmer’ incomes and
improved farmers’ health through
proper chemical use. Previously, the
average of cocoa productivity was 0.3
ton per hectare and now after trainings
and mentoring some farmers have
been able to produce up to 0.8 ton per
hectare. However, this is still far from
the expectation of 2 ton per hectare.

RIKOLTO + WASIAT
A MA NA H
CSP

INC LU S IVE NE S S

AH

I N C LU S I V E N E S S

OP P OR TU N I TY

AN

CSP

KEY CH AL L EN G E

S U MMA R Y

AM

A M A NA H

The program area supported by Rikolto Indonesia is situated
in Polman (Polewale Mandar) district in West Sulawesi
province. The main commodity produced in this area is
cocoa, with a total production of 79,029 MT on a total cocoa
farm area of 119,884 ha.

T

O P P O R T U NI T Y

SU M M AR Y

IA

K E Y C H A LLE NG E

AS

SUMMARY

LE S S O NS LE A R NT

AMANAH increased sales to Armajaro

Financial viability regarding collective
marketing of cocoa is at risk: Armajaro
offered guarantees to enable Amanah
to access bank credit. This has not
been continued by Mars, leading
to serious cash flow problems and
effective prohibiting to offer sale
services to a large number of farmers
as farmer are paid directly by Amanah,
while the cooperative has to wait for a
couple of days to get paid by Mars. The
result is decreased sales (200 t/year).

There are many members with
different income, different vision,
different background; yet 1 member
1 vote applies, which hamper decisionmaking when it comes to investments
on cooperative level.

Sales after AMANAH started selling to Mars
(x tons dry beans)
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Average earnings vary from
$ 1,000 to 2,500 p/ha
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4. Capacity and techniques needed

This chapter briefly describes some of
the capacities and techniques needed to
complete a case study using the approach
described in this guide. Readers of this
guide can decide whether they want to
outsource some of the work or develop their
own skills.

We have provided concrete guidelines for some of the
techniques for those who choose the latter (see also the
references and the overview of useful websites). Capacity
strengthening of project or business staff can also be

4.1 Fieldwork
• Semi-structured interviews
• Collecting visual data: AEIOU
• Guidance video interviews

part of the field work process, allowing them to conduct
similar case study work by themselves afterwards.

4.2 Analysis
• Document and summarize
• Timeline
• Trendline
• Synthesis
• Evaluation
4.3 Drawing up a communication plan

4. Capacity and techniques needed
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4.1 Fieldwork
Tool: Semi-structured interview*
		Preparation
Aim of the tool

The voices can be of community people who will not be

To explore an issue involving different stakeholders and

able to join formal MSP meetings, or from relevant senior

1. 	 Introduce yourself and the purpose of

to enhance stakeholders engagement.

stakeholders. In CDI’s experience, we sometimes find

When to use it?

high-level stakeholders not very keen to join a workshop

The tool can be used in practically all stages of projects,

(because of time constraints or delegation to junior

MSP’s or research if further in-depth exploration of an

staff), but usually happy to share their views through an

Then move to more complex structural and contrast

issue is required.

interview.

questions;

interview;
2.	Present the general topics or themes to be covered in
the interview;
3.	Start with simple questions that require description.

4.	Ask open-ended questions, and avoid leading
When to use it?

questions;

What is a semi-structured interview?

The tool can be used in practically all stages of projects,

As opposed to closed surveys with fixed questions, a

MSP’s or research if further in-depth exploration of an

semi-structured interview is open, being flexible to

issue is required.

6.	Write up interview ASAP when it is still fresh in your

depending on the interviewee’s answers. This can be an

Semi-structured interviews - Step by step

7.	When possible share with the informant how you use

initial activity to understand an issue with different stake-

In semi-structured interviews, the interviewer has an

holders, or used at a later stage for in-depth enquiry.

interview guide, serving as a checklist of topics to be

8. Remember you are there to learn not to teach;

covered. This guide can be based on topics and sub

9.	Individual interviews should not be longer than 45

new ideas that can be brought up during the interview

5.	Be particularly sensitive when asking probing
questions;
mind;

Why develop a Semi-structured interview?

topics, maps, photographs, diagrams and rich pictures,

In depth, semi-structured interviews provide qualitative

where questions are built around. Unlike fully structured

data and create understanding of the issue for both the

interviews, the guide is not a rigid one, however the

researcher as well as the interviewee. These interviews

wording and order are often substantially modified based

can also be used for stakeholders’ engagement, as it

on the interview flow.

builds mutual connection. Instead of leaving the research

the information from the interview;

minutes to 1 hour;
10.	Group interviews should not last longer than 2 hours.
		Tips
• 	Write down the different topics and related questions
you would like to cover on a series of cards. When-

process to qualified researchers only, there are good

The interviewer also has considerable freedom in regards

reasons to involve stakeholders from different sectors

to the amount of time and attention given to different

in conducting semi-structured interviews and analysing

topics. Additional unplanned questions can be asked

these. It is an appropriate way to promote stakeholder

based on direct observations during the interview. Semi-

interaction and learning, and can serve to bring the

structured interviews leave space to explore unintended

voices from particular stakeholders into MSP discussions.

directions, go deeper/probe into interesting remarks or
topics and create a mutual in depth understanding of a
situation.

ever a topic is covered, the card can be put aside.
• 	Start with general questions and then get more
specific.
• 	Make links between comments by asking further
questions with informants’ own words to encourage
him/her to provide information in their own terms.
• 	Ask questions in different ways to probe so that
informants will provide additional information.
• 	Make links between observations and information
given during the interviews.

*S
 ource: The MSP Tool Guide: Sixty tools to facilitate multi-stakeholder
partnerships, Brouwer, H. and Brouwers, J.
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4.1 Fieldwork
Collecting visual data: AEIOU*
For a case study to deliver a concrete product or set of

For a case study to deliver a concrete product or set of

AEIOU is a structuring mnemonic

products, the capacity to produce supporting photos and

products, the capacity to produce supporting photos and

that helps with the gathering and

videos is key. If the communications unit does not cater

videos is key. If the communications unit does not cater

organisation of visual data under

for this, the team will need to hire it externally.

for this, the team will need to hire it externally.

the following sections:
• Activities

Using this framework helps to visually map the significant

• Environments

relationships and interactions when visiting a location.

• Interactions

Using these five categories as ‘mental lenses’ will allow

• Objects

you collect meaningful images that can be used for

• Users

multiple audiences and purposes.

A

E

I

O

U

Activities are goal-directed sets

Environments include the entire

Interactions occur between a

Objects are the building blocks

Users are the people whose

of actions - paths towards things

arena where activities take place.

person and someone or something

of the environment, key elements

behaviours, preferences, and

else; they are the building blocks

that are sometimes put to

needs are being observed.

of activities.

complex or unintended uses (thus

that people want to accomplish.
What is the character and function
What are the modes people work

of the space overall, of each

in and the specific activities and

individual’s space, and of the

What is the nature of the routine

processes they go through?

shared space?

and special interactions between

changing their function, meaning,

Who is there? What are their roles

and context).

and relationships? What are their
values and prejudices?

people, between people and

What are the objects and devices

objects in their environment, and

people have in their environments,

across distances?

and how do they relate to their
activities?

* source: Guide for collecting visual data in IAB Case Studies;
https://rco.design/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/AVGuideDraftV0.2.pdf
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4.1 Fieldwork
Guidance video interviews*
Camera preparation
•	
Use landscape mode, not portrait mode.
•	
Check to see if you have enough empty space on your
smartphone for video (at least 1GB).
•	
Make sure your battery is full and your phone is in
airplane mode.
•	
Shoot and watch some test footage to determine if
everything is working correctly before you begin.
•	
Write down the name and address for reference
purposes.

Sound
microphone as close to the subject as possible. Make
sure the surrounding area is quiet; if not, move to
another place.
•	
Test the sound quality beforehand. Record someone
talking and play it back though a pair of headphones.
•	
You might consider positioning a sound recorder or
second smartphone directly above or in front of the
subject’s head to record audio. Clap your hands when
starting a recording so you can synchronize the sound

Lighting
•	
The ideal place to record a short interview is outside
on a bright day in the shade.
•	
Avoid direct sunlight if possible, and look for more
even lighting in the shade.

Preparing the interviewee

•	
The general rule for clear audio is to put your

during editing.
•	
Another option is to use an external microphone, such
as a small lapel mic.

	Interviewees can get stage fright, so it’s
important to prepare your subject as much
as possible
•	
Write down the name and function of the person you’re
interviewing, and explain the purpose of the interview.
•	
Share the questions you’re about to ask, so that they’ll
know what to expect.
•	
Ask some throwaway questions first, while the subject
warms up and relaxes.
•	
The important questions come next, when the subject
is fresh and energetic.
•	
Less important questions will help to round off the
interview.
•	
Remind the subject to look at the interviewer and not

•	
If you stay inside, make sure there is sufficient light;

at the camera (unless that’s what you want).

don’t hesitate to move closer to a window or suggest

•	
Practice turning requests for information into

going outside.

declarative statements instead of obvious answers to
questions: ‘I was born in Nairobi’ instead of ‘Nairobi’.

Location
•	
Find a quiet secluded spot with as little background
noise as possible.
•	
Set your subject against a quiet background.

Not everybody is able to pull that off. Alternatively, you
can play a visible role as interviewer, in which case you
should make sure you also video yourself asking the
questions (you can do this afterwards).
•	
Explain that you will edit out mistakes. If she stumbles

Composition
•	
Use a portable tripod to keep your camera steady.

she can repeat. If she phrases something wrong, she
can try it another way.

•	
Position your device at eye level or slightly below.
•	
Use the rule of thirds to position your subject offcentre.
•	
Leave a little headroom (space between the top of the
head and the image edge.)
* source: Guide for collecting visual data in IAB Case Studies;
https://rco.design/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/AVGuideDraftV0.2.pdf
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4.2 Analysis
The core team needs the capacity to carry out an

Synthesis (p.26)

Specific tools for gaining an overview, structuring and

analysis of the findings and materials, often together with

Depending on the process and situation they can decide

analysing, contemplating, and future applications can

interviewees.

what would be the best tool. Tools for summarising

help interviewees and stakeholders to analyse, reflect on

help participants to remember insights and be clear on

and summarize main findings (see the tools in Gordijn

agreements.

et al. Reflection Methods (2018), available at www.

The analysis can be helped along by making
use of the following tools:

mspguide.org).
Evaluations (p.27)

Document and Summarize (p.22)

MSP facilitators should be able to apply various

The core team also needs to take a facilitating role in

To capture ideas, insights and decisions in MSP

participatory short evaluation methods that help you

helping participants conduct the analysis and articulate

discussions.

at the end of a workshop to check if expectations and

the main findings and lessons learned. The LINK guide*

objectives are met, and what is needed for the next

can also provide input on how to analyse your cases

steps.

using the NBM principles (see page 10).

Timeline (p.24)
Timelines highlight historical milestones and complex
developments in a schematic manner. They can
guide participatory reflections on broader trends and
developments emerging from interconnected events.
Trendline (p.25)
Provide an understanding of people’s perceptions of
changes that have occurred over time. These changes
could be related to climate change, resource availability,
income, nutrition, etcetera.

*L
 INK methodology: A participatory guide to business models that link
smallholders to markets / Mark Lundy, Alexandra Amrein, Jhon Jairo Hurtado,
Gertjan Becx, Nancy Zamierowski, Fernando Rodríguez, Erika Eliana Mosquera. Cali, Colombia: Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT), 2014.
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4.2 Analysis
Tool: Document and summarize*
Aim of the tool

Neglecting to document and summarize well has many

Participants will recall and present key issues of a

To capture ideas, insights and decisions in MSP

consequences. Without adequate summarizing some

meeting from different perspectives. This cannot always

discussions

stakeholders may not understand how the process

be prevented. Still you to make this explicit and stimulate

When to use it?

is progressing, as summarizing has an important

or ‘seduce’ participants to come to an agreed common

The co-creation stage, but also in other stages.

function to ‘make sure everybody is on the same page’.

message.

Another consequence can be that conflicts arise, due
to sensitive topics being included or excluded from the

Be prepared to document in real-time

What is documenting and summarizing all about?

meeting reports or public statements. Documenting and

Aim of the tool To capture ideas, insights and decisions in

Documenting and summarizing are important habits often

summarizing are therefore key elements of managing the

MSP discussions. When to use it? The co-creation stage,

taken for granted, or not used to their full potential.

risks inherent in MSPs.

but also in other stages. 101 Don’t delay documenting
until the meeting is finished. Rather, draft texts about

Some examples of what can go wrong:
•T
 he chairperson forgot to organize a documenter

Ways to ensure that documentation actually

key points that can be shared and fine-tuned with

supports MSP decision making

participants. Use coffee breaks to edit essential wordings,

and delegates this task last-minute to an unprepared
intern...
•T
 he note-taker formulates the main insights on his/

and allow participants to suggest changes whilst the
Checking by the consensus by summarizing
together:

her own afterwards, risking a biased or incorrect

It is good practice to double-check that every stakeholder

interpretation of the real proceedings...

is clear about agreements made during a meeting. This

•T
 he note-taker captures the main plenary proceedings,

can be done by summarizing what has been discussed,

but has no track of the outputs of parallel small-group

and asking if this summary reflects everybody’s

work...

recollection. This summary of outcomes can include

•U
 nder time pressure, a meeting ends without a

discussion is still fresh in everyone’s minds.

• decisions made;

summary of main areas of agreement/disagreement, or

• areas of agreement;

decisions made...

• areas of disagreement.

•A
 chairperson summarizes the outcomes of an MSP

During a discussion:
•E
 nsure that everybody clearly understands what is
being discussed. Write down on a flipchart the question
or discussion topic to keep the group focused.
•D
 uring the discussion, use flipcharts or an empty
Powerpoint slide to write down main issues.
•A
 t the end of a discussion present these key issues
back to the group. Ask if everyone agrees with the
wording and if needed, ask someone to clarify.

meeting without double-checking the exact wording

This process is important for two main reasons:

with stakeholders present...

1. Making sure that all participants agree and understand
the outcomes and key issues of a meeting or

•L
 et participants vote or otherwise decide what they
consider to be the most important issues at the end of
the discussion.

discussion. As participants are often less alert at the
end of a meeting, it is even more important to clarify
the issues discussed and make matters explicit;
2. Creating consensus on a common message to be
distributed by participants to their networks.
*M
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Tools for building consensus:
•A
 simple method for building consensus is to provide

Involving participants after the end of a meeting:
•T
 ry to share the key messages of the meeting with

Learn more
•O
 n Gradients of Agreement: S. Kaner, (2014)

each participant with a green and red card and instruct

the participants within one working day. Announce

‘Facilitator’s Guide to Participatory Decision-Making’:

them to hold up the green card if they agree on the

during the meeting that participants will get such an

333-373:

formulation of a key issue/outcome/conclusion and a

email and ask them to respond with feedback within 24

red card if they disagree;

hours. This is an effective way to quickly get back to

•A
 nother tool which can be used is ‘Gradients of

participants after a meeting and keep them engaged.

agreements’, a tool developed by Sam Kaner (2014).

It also increases the chances of getting much higher-

For a description of the tool click here;

quality feedback. Inform participants that a detailed

•A
 nother useful tool at this stage is ‘Set Decision Rules’,
see Tool 52 from the MSP guide.
•B
 e careful not to dwell endlessly on crafting the right

report, inclusive of their feedback, will be shared within

	http://msue.anr.msu.edu/news/gradients_of_
agreement_can_help_move_groups_forward
	http://rubenvanderlaan.com/2012/02/are-yourmeetings-clear-about-decisions/

several weeks.
•A
 pproach participants who are likely to blog about the

wording of a summary. Rather, do a rough summary in

event, meeting or discussion. Blog entries are usually

the plenary and invite a small group of 2-3 participants

written right after a meeting or event. They can thus

to finalize the language after the meeting. Make sure

serve as a quick medium to report about a meeting

that this small group is representative of the different

or event and keep participants and their networks

stakeholder views.

engaged. You can either choose to request bloggers
to post on your MSP website (if this exists), or leave
them free to post on their personal or organizational
websites. In the case of the former, ask permission to
edit the blog to ensure it accurately reflects the event.
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4.2 Analysis
Tool: Timeline*
Aim of the tool

Timelines - Step by step

To promote participatory reflection on trends and

If generating a timeline in the course of a meeting, first

developments and to link

establish an appropriate space by hanging the necessary

When to use it?

length of flipchart paper on a blank wall, or by placing

•D
 ipity (www.dipity.com) and

Early phase of a MSP. Issue exploration and shared

multiple writing walls/whiteboards together to create a

•A
 llofMe (www.allofme.com) are free tools to create

language.

continuous canvas. Provide the participants with writing

Learn more
•U
 NHR Toolkit: Timelines: Visualizing the evolution of
events and ideas. Access here

online timelines.

materials and sticky notes.
What is a Timeline?

Create an environment that is conducive to participation,

Timelines are visualisation tools to map moments and

so that even the shyest participants will contribute.

metrics that shaped an issue, or the MSP. They highlight
historical milestones and complex developments in

How to facilitate a Timeline:

a schematic manner. They can guide participatory

• I dentify the objective of the timeline

reflections on broader trends and developments emerging

•D
 raw a horizontal line up to today with clear

from interconnected events. As a collective exercise, they
can also unlock insight in the progress of programmes,

boundaries indicating where the timeline will start and
where it will finish.

institutions or ideas. Doing so, they can be built into the

•M
 ark time intervals (eg 6 months) as references.

context of meetings and learning activities.

• I nvite the participants to fill the timeline with relevant
information. They can plot events, projects, successes,

Timelines are made of a horizontal line, starting from a
chosen historical point up to today with time intervals

disappointments on the line using symbols.
•W
 hen the participants have exhausted their ideas,

(e.g. 6 months). On this timeline, events, projects,

suggest additional points to ensure that all information

successes, disappointments can be placed in line by using

is captured. Validate the entries with the group, if in

symbols.

doubt about facts
•D
 ebriefing should be carried out using a participatory
discussion format. If time is limited, the facilitator can
summarize the ideas.

*M
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4.2 Analysis
Tool: Trendline*
Learn more

Aim of the tool

Trendlines - Step by step

To promote participatory reflection and exploration on

Materials needed: white board and markers, if not

participants’ perceptions of changes which have occurred

available flip-over paper can be used. Methodology

development: appraisal, planning, follow-up and

over time.

(source: Geilfus, 2008)

evaluation. San Jose, C.R. : IICA P. 54- 55.

When to use it?

Step 1: Organize working groups and explain the

On early phases of a MSP: Issue exploration and Shared

exercise.

language

Step 2: Draw a blank matrix on the board; then draw

• 	 F. Geilfus (2008) 80 tools for participatory

	http://repositorio.iica.int/bitstream/11324/4129/2/
BVE17089190i.pdf

a graph (once an example has been provided, graphs
are easier to understand). Explain how time, measured
What is a Trendline?

in years, moves from left to right on the horizontal axis,

This tool, originating from Participatory Rural Appraisal

while parameter intensity/availability moves upward on

(PRA), is useful when added to the ‘Timeline’ tool.

the vertical axis. Discuss the main change parameter

Whereas the timeline is used to identify key events,

which you are going to use, as well as the time scale (the

trendlines provides an understanding of people’s

degree to which the exercise reaches back into the past).

perceptions of changes that have occurred over time.

Step 3: Ask the participants what they think of the

These changes could be related to climate change,

changes that have occurred in the community; was there

resource availability, income, nutrition, etcetera.

more or less intensity/availability in the past? When was

Furthermore, it is very constructive to determine whether

there more? When was there less? Using those points in

different groups have different perspectives on change.

time as benchmarks, draw a trend line across the years.
When opinions differ, draw several lines in different
colours, until a consensus is reached.
Step 4: Once the participants have grasped the concept,
the facilitator should take a back seat and ask one of the
participants to draw.
Step 5: Encourage participants to discuss the main
trends. Always ask why changes have occurred. Write
comments/explanations in the margins of the diagram.
Step 6: If the participants have been working in subgroups, discuss the work of each one and create a
common diagram. Write down the results and explain
how they will be used.
Step 7: Check the results against other sources.
The figure on the right is an example of a trendline

*M
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4.2 Analysis
Tool: Synthesis*
Aim of the tool

The different steps include:

Mindmapping the main issues of the summary

To summarize what has been done and achieved in a

Step 1: The facilitator asks to reflect on the main points

You can make a mind map with the group and visualise it

joint articulation.

to be included in the synthesis Step 2: Participants

on the screen. Put “SUMMARY” as main heading central

When to use it?

think about their ideas what should be included in the

and add the branches as participants bring in topics. Ask

Commitment stage, when decisions should be made, and

synthesis.

people to reflect on the learning experience they had and

actions need to be agreed upon. At the end of events to

Step 3: Then the participants talk with one other person

develop a mind map. Check each time if a new branch

mark results and help each other summarize the main

(their neighbour) and together they select one or two

should be made or if people prefer a sub-branch as part

issues. However, also during earlier events you might

points for the synthesis.

of topic already presented in the Mind Map. You can also

want to summarize what has been so far.

Step 4: Then they talk with another pair and decide as a

make a mind map with follow-up actions they would like to

group on one or two points.

undertake inspired by the learning experience they had.

Step 5: Ask the groups to write down their main points
What is a Synthesis?

on meta cards and bring to flip chart 1 Inspired by Most

There is a wealth of software available for mind maps,

CDI believes that MSP facilitators should be able to apply

Significant Change.1

for example: Mindnode, MindMeister, iMindMap HD,

various participatory short synthesis methods, that allow

Step 6: Main facilitator clusters cards while groups arrive

SimpleMind, Mindomo, Mind Mapping, MindMaps Lite,

at the end of an event to summarize what has been done

at the flip chart with their cards and writes key words for

MindMemo, Mind Map Memo, MindBoard, etc. Mind

and achieved. Depending on the process and situation

each heading.

mapping tools are improving as they integrate web-based

they can decide what would be the best tool. Tools for

Step 7: Briefly discuss in plenary the headings of the

solutions with tablets and desktop computing platforms.

summarising help participants to remember insights

clusters and have one or two examples for each cluster.

All of these applications offer a free version that let you

and be clear on agreements. There are short quick ones
like one-minute elevator pitches, creating a drawing

explore mind mapping.
Material: flipchart, meta cards and markers
Material: Laptop with software or tablet with a mind map

or poster, or choosing a metaphor, to help participants
represent what the MSP means to them or how they see

An advantage of this tool is that when participants do

app (practice beforehand). This is a nice and visual way of

their own role.

not know the group so well, they do not have to share

structuring information, reflecting and brainstorming. Of

their idea with the whole group immediately. Participants

course it can also be done on a flip chart!

Short participatory tools to make a summary

first get a chance to think for themselves and thereafter

at the end of a MSP event

share with a few other people. This increases the sense

Learn more

of safety, and gives them a chance to connect with those

• 	CDI has published a manual for facilitators and trainers

1

Most significant elements for synthesis :

people more deeply. A disadvantage is that you need a

Individuals, pairs, quartos, plenary This is a method to

bit more time for this method because you have several

help participants reflect and formulate the synthesis

steps and people tend to talk long with each other. Time

themselves. The process starts individually and ends in

management!

with guidelines on 25 reflection tools, which can be
downloaded for free here.
•M
 ore tips on how to choose mind-mapping
software? Check this list: www.lifehack.org/articles/
technology/15-best-brainstorming-and-mind-mapping-

plenary with a group discussion.

tech-tools-for-every-creative-mind.html
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4.2 Analysis
Tool: Evaluation*
Aim of the tool

Step 2: Make the evaluation wheel: A big circle on a

element they have at the end and one recommendation

Joint reflection on what has been achieved, articulate

flipchart with five lines from the middle. Add the five

for improvement or other suggestion to improve on for

what is still needed, and create commitment to make

topic cards at the end of the lines. Add scoring at each

the next event (5 minutes).

next steps happen.

line: 0 (no results) in the middle; 100% at the circle, 50

Step 3: Make a round and note in two columns the +

When to use it?

% half way. You may add 25% and 75% to help scoring.

and – on a flip chart. If the same issue is mentioned

The commitment stage, when decisions should be made

Step 3: As a group (so no names!) everybody ticks with

multiple times: add an extra “I” besides that issue.

and actions need to be agreed upon at the end of the

a marker her/his score for each of the five topics.

Step 4: At the end: make a short summary by stating

event.

Step 4: Afterwards facilitator shows the results (make

the issues that have been mentioned the most.

a cloud around each group of scores) and asks one
representative of the high level and one representative

Creative representation (about 30 minutes)

How can Evaluation be used?

of the low level why he/she scored there. Note these

Step 1: Make groups of 4-6 people. Ask each group to

CDI believes that MSP facilitators should be able to apply

comments.

discuss and summarize the main things they learned and

various participatory short evaluation methods that help

the issues they encountered at the end of the event in

you at the end of a workshop to check if expectations

Living line (about 20 minutes)

max 5 minutes.

and objectives are met, and what is needed for the next

Step 1: Make space to create a line where all

Step 2: Each group then looks for materials in the room

steps. Depending on the process and situation they can

participants can stand in a line. Put at one side a card

with which they can use to illustrate the things that they

decide what the best method would be. We only refer

with a smiley and “100%”; and at the other extreme a

learned, Objects for this demonstration process can be

here to a few short evaluation tools to be applied at the

sad looking head with “0%”.

basically anything available in the venue (10 minutes).

end of a workshop or other MSP event.

Step 2: Explain that everybody is asked to score for

Step 3: After 10 minutes, make a round and each group

him/herself somewhere on the line.

presents their perspective (about 15 minutes). Make

Short participatory evaluations at the end of

Step 3: You can put the objectives on the PPT screen and

pictures for the report and notes on what the groups

an event:Evaluation wheel (about 30-40 minutes)

ask for each of them that they position themselves on the

share during their presentations.

line according to their scoring. Each time after scoring a
Step 1: Form groups and ask each group to come with

topic conclude on the scoring (“we are standing between

Learn more

two topics they like to evaluate. Topics to be evaluated

X% and Y%) and ask one representative from the two

•	
For an introduction to evaluation and designing

can be anything: results, content, facilitation, material,

sides why they are standing there. Note these comments.

Monitoring & Evaluation systems:

logistics etc. Make a first round and ask ONLY one topic

If time allows: ask them if they would like to evaluate

http://www.managingforimpact.org/

from each group. If the same topic is mentioned by more

anything else.

than one group then select it and write on a card. Make a

•	
For Wageningen University & Research/CDI 2016
Conference on M&E for partnerships:http://www.

second round and ask for any NEW topics that have not

Round of +/- (about 20 minutes)

managingforimpact.org/event/conference-partnering-

been mentioned yet. Select five cards with topics that are

Step 1: Make a circle of chairs and arrange the flipchart

success-how-me-canstrengthen-partnerships-

mentioned by more than one group of participants

so it is clearly visible for everybody.
Step 2: Ask people individually to reflect on one positive
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4.3 Drawing up a communications plan
In a communications plan, you decide on what audience

In the case of multiple audiences, you can work with

Evaluate your communication actions. What makes your

you wish to reach with what message. The focus is a call

a communications matrix to define how you will reach

audience answer the call to action (e.g., by contacting

to action: what should your target audience ideally do?

your audiences. Several steps, such as the use of specific

you)? For example, if you design a website, monitor how

communication channels, may overlap for different

many page visits the website receives. If you distribute

audiences.

messages via social media, monitor how often these

To draw up a good communications plan,
you need to answer the following questions:

messages are shared and liked. Most importantly: do
Communication means, budget, and evaluation

•	
Who is your target audience (or audiences; several
can be defined).
•	
What do you wish to accomplish with your

call to action? In this way, you can see whether your
Using your communications matrix, define the means

communications actions have the desired effect, or

you want to develop. Do you want to deploy a website

whether you should develop different approaches.

communications goals (if you have multiple

that discloses your case study, to use social media to

audiences, define this for each audience)?

spread your message, or to have a specific newspaper

•	
What are the key messages that you want to 		

your means of communication result in the desired

write about your project?

distribute to your audience?
•	
What communication channels does your audience

It is important to budget your communications

use to acquire information (a specific website, social

plan: what does it cost to develop the most desired

media: Twitter; LinkedIn; or YouTube, or media such

means of communication? The most desired means of

as a specific newsletter or newspaper)?

communication is the one that ensures you deliver your

•	
What are the important events that your audience
attends? (e.g., specific conferences or sector events).

call to action. If your budget is limited, focus on using
free social media.

•	
Define what you audience should ideally do (that call
to action) once you have reached them with your
message (for example, ‘get in touch with us 		
to start a project’).

TARGET AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE X

AUDIENCE Y

AUDIENCE Z

Goals
Key messages
Communication channels
Events
Call to action
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